IMPERIAL DUCK HUNT	yn
play golf from 2 till 5, it means, for me, almost invariable work
from five o'clock up to any hour. Three times last week Alice
and I were awakened from " the first sweet sleep of night" about
midnight by telephone calls from the chancery to read incoming
telegrams, some of which had to be acted upon immediately. During
our free evenings at home I have to read a vast amount of literature
which I should never think of reading if it wasn't in connection with
the job, and on many of the other evenings we have to attend official
dinners which are generally a great deal less amusing than sitting
at one's desk watching the hands of the clock get around to 6.
I doubt if the working hours of the average business man abroad
total anything like ours.
Speaking further of golf, I remember a rule printed in all serious-
ness on the score cards of the Constantinople Golf Club, to wit:
" A ball found in a sun'crack, hoof mark, or rut on the putting
green may be removed without penalty." The Turkish cavalry and
field artillery, which manoeuvre in that region, resented the golf
course and, in spite of barbed wire protecting it, used to gallop across
the links, often when the ground was soft from rain, always con-
centrating on the putting greens. Encouraging for the golfer !
IMPERIAL DUCK HUNT
March 23, 1933
Alice, Elsie, and I started out in a dismal downpour of rain for
the Imperial Duck Hunt* These hunts occur at intervals throughout
the winter and every embassy and legation is invited to one of them,
including the chief of mission, the counsellor, and the military, naval,
and commercial attaches with wives and daughters. One of the
Imperial princes also attends, and we were delighted when we found
that the Chichibus had chosen to come to-day because they liked the
crowd, which included several of the other Embassy staffs. We met
at the Asakusa Kaminari Mon Station at 9*15 a.m. and went by
special electric train to Bashu Osawa, about fifty minutes' ride, and
then a walk across the fields of some fifteen minutes (some went by
automobiles) to the Imperial hunting lodge. The wild ducks, of
which there are thousands in the vicinity, settle in canals attracted
by tame decoys. For each " hunt" ten guests are selected and are
given great nets, like butterfly nets although much larger and broader
at the mouth. Each guest has a number, and at a given signal he
runs to a marked station, five guests on each side of the canal, behind
parapets, which are built on both sides of the narrow but deep canals.
The wild ducks, as soon as they hear the*" hunters," rise from the
canals, and the ec sport" is to catch them in the nets as they rise. It
isn't sport at all because it is almost impossible not to catch those
that fly up within reach of one's net, unless they escape because
wo &et$ clasfr. Four c?ime my way and I easily caught them all. It

